“Good Night, Malaysian Three Seven Zero”
As a former B777 Captain, I have some knowledge of how things work. The following is an account
of events and a motive. Captain Joe © 2022.
******************************************************************************
The loss of Malaysia Airlines MH370, a Boeing 777-200ER (Registration: 9M-MRO) en-route from
Kuala Lumpur to Beijing remains a mystery. Only hard facts will help to solve the mystery.
Speculation will continue as to what may have occurred on board the Malaysia Airlines flight
MH370 on 8th March 2014. The flight made a normal departure from Runway 32R at WMKK
(Kuala Lumpur's KLIA airport) at 00:42 (Malaysia local time) and headed north eastwards on the
Flight Plan route towards Beijing initially on Airway R208. The fuel on board would have been
sufficient for the 2475 nautical mile flight to Beijing; then enough to fly to an Alternate airport,
in the event that Beijing was closed for some reason. Additionally, there would be a percentage
of fuel added as Flight Plan fuel reserves.
At 01:06 (local time) an automated position report was sent by the aircraft’s ACARS system and
at 01:19 (local time) the aircraft was cruising at FL350 (35,000 feet) approaching the Air Traffic
Control (ATC) boundary between Kuala Lumpur and Ho Chi Minh airspace. The flight was
operating in a known geographical area of poor radio reception at that moment. A routine ATC
handover call was made by Kuala Lumpur ATC (“Lumpur”) and acknowledged by MH370 in the
vicinity of the Airway waypoint IGARI at 01:21 (local time); as they gave a relaxed ‘good night’
call to Kuala Lumpur ATC (see Chart 1 below - top right).
“Good Night, Malaysian Three Seven Zero” was the last known transmission heard from MH370.
The flight crew on board never made contact with Ho Chi Minh Air Traffic Control.
Chart 1

Who knows if someone broke into the Flight Deck through a normally locked flight deck door at
01:21; when a legitimate MH370 Crew Member entered or left the Flight Deck.
Most of what happened next remains unclear, BUT what became absolutely clear in the few days
after the disappearance; is that whoever was in control of MH370 switched the aircraft's ATC
Transponder to ‘STBY’ (standby mode) at 01:21 (local time). This is not part of any normal or nonnormal in-flight Boeing procedure, but switching off the ATC Transponder from the flight deck
can be done. This action disables the Secondary Radar capability. After this the aircraft made a
sharp left turn, away from the Flight Plan route.
**In aviation, Primary Radar is a system where the ground-based antenna transmits a radar
pulse, then listens for the small amount of return energy that is reflected from an aircraft.
Secondary Radar requires an airborne Transponder which responds to the receipt of a pulse from
a ground-based antenna by transmitting a return signal.
What cannot be done from the flight deck is to switch off the Aircraft Communications Addressing
and Reporting System (ACARS). However even that electronic box could be unplugged by
accessing the Electronics Bay through a Maintenance trap door from the cabin (a door that is
now locked by most B777 operators). Significantly, it should be noted that the aircraft's Satellite
Communications System (SATCOM) continued to operate discreetly using the Satellite Data Unit
(SDU) to respond to status requests from Inmarsat throughout the flight of MH370.
With the Transponder in ‘STBY’ the aircraft was now invisible to Secondary Radar, as the Boeing
777 was turned towards the border between northern Malaysia and southern Thailand. MH370
avoided Bangkok's FIR (Flight Information Region). The aircraft crossed the north east coast of
Malaysia near Kota Bharu (VKB) heading in a south westerly direction. This information was
released by the Malaysian authorities four days later, on 12th March 2014.
Confirmation from a Malaysia Military Primary Radar source at Butterworth on Penang Island,
showed that MH370 had passed a few nautical miles to the south of Penang close to a ‘fly-by’
waypoint called ANGUN, which would have been drawn from the B777 Database and deliberately
loaded into the aircraft’s FMC. This waypoint is shown on Chart 1 above and Chart 2 below.
The aircraft's operating Flight Management Computer (FMC) needed a waypoint that was ahead;
so as to be able to navigate towards it in the darkness. Primary Radar later showed the aircraft
made a sharp RIGHT turn as it approached ANGUN and turned towards a waypoint (or waypoints)
that must have been pre-loaded into the FMC (either into Route 1 or into Route 2). The aircraft
would have passed close to Pulau Perak (island) in the Malacca Straits during this process.
It was later revealed that a momentary Network signal was detected from the First Officer's
Malaysian mobile phone (handphone) whilst the B777 was in the Penang area. His phone should
have been switched off before departure; but was it switched on again, to try to alert somebody?

Following 9/11 in the USA in 2001, it is well known that mobile phones 'can' function at low
altitudes in flight. It follows that MH370 had probably made a descent. A descent to say 10,000
feet, would not only clear the high terrain in northern Malaysia but would also help to lessen the
chance of detection by ground based Primary Radar. If the First Officer's phone had remained on
since before departure from Kuala Lumpur, there would have been traces from his phone's
Network during the aircraft's initial climb out from Kuala Lumpur in transit across Malaysia
airspace. A thorough analysis of this phone signal might well hold more clues. Any mobile phone
that was switched on again would certainly not affect the aircraft’s GPS navigation system.
Chart 2

I expressed my professional opinion on 12th March 2014 and I started to make notes. I believed
that the turns made were significant and that they should be investigated in more depth. Eight
years after the event, this is a summary of what I have found.
Some navigational data MUST have been input to the aircraft's Flight Management Computer
(FMC). From ANGUN (just south of Penang), if a track was flown towards VAMPI and beyond;
that’s initially a track of 293 degrees for a distance of 164 nautical miles. The last radar trace was
lost at 02:22 (local time) at a point about 200 miles north west of Penang; probably somewhere
between VAMPI and MEKAR (see Chart 2 above and Chart 3 below). One hour had passed since
the drama had first begun at 01:21 (local time).

Had the Airway N571 track been flown, it would have taken MH370 abeam Bananga and over the
southern part of the Nicobar Islands at Jhoola. But it was reported that Military Primary Radar
analysis showed that aircraft took up a course that joined or 'closely followed' the Airway N571
from VAMPI. After VAMPI the airway route would have been to MEKAR, NILAM and IGOGU above
the Andaman Sea (see Chart 2 above and Chart 3 below). It is not known exactly when MH370
turned left away from this track because the aircraft was then outside Primary Radar coverage.
Boeing 777 FMC

However, there is a more sinister possibility.
Boeing 777 FMC

What does not appear to have been considered is that IF the track from ANGUN was only ONE
degree LESS at 292 degrees; then another scenario presents itself. A track of 292 degrees would
certainly “closely follow” Airway N571 for sure. A great circle track of 292 degrees from ANGUN
and continued for 3,637 nautical miles would take MH370 precisely overhead Makkah (Mecca)
in Saudi Arabia (ISLAM waypoint). However, there wasn't enough fuel on board MH370 to reach
Mecca. The aircraft's FMC would have warned the crew "Insufficient Fuel" had a destination been
chosen that was outside the fuel range of the aircraft that night.

When the track shown in the B777 FMC picture above from ANGUN to ISLAM (Mecca) is superimposed onto the Airway N571 from VAMPI to MEKAR; the Navigational Display picture below
illustrates the result. There’s a 1 degree difference, but the track closely follows Airway N571.
*On Boeing commercial flights, Muslim passengers often ask their crew in which direction Mecca
lies. This is so that they may face in that direction to say their prayers. Flight crew can obtain this
information at any time, from any point above the Earth’s surface by typing waypoint ISLAM into
the aircraft’s FMC.
Boeing 777 Navigational Display (ND) with Track line to Mecca

The Airway waypoints VAMPI and MEKAR have been input through the B777 Fix page 1 and 2.
Fix page 1

Fix page 2

It is still hard to understand how a large commercial aircraft could have disappeared without
trace. Both pilots and many of the passengers were Muslims. There were extensive background
checks on the two Malaysian Flight Crew; but they were both publicly exonerated. It was not the
‘Hajj’ season at the time; BUT did someone on board want to fly towards Makkah (Mecca)?
There’s no question that someone on that Boeing 777 flight deck knew exactly what they were
doing. This mystery had to have been pre-meditated.
The time of day when the disappearance started may have been chosen deliberately; as one
where humans are at their lowest ebb (in local time); both in the air and on the ground too. A
time when normal Air Traffic Control activity is at a low point in the normal daily cycle. Mid-air
collision would also be at lowest risk, when flying a non-standard routeing without an ATC
clearance.
At some location after passing near VAMPI, it’s considered that the aircraft made a westerly left
turn, towards a reporting point called MEMAK (see chart below). This would take MH370 on a
tactical course that would steer the aircraft around the North Western tip of Indonesia. The flight
was on the fringes of the Kuala Lumpur, Jakarta and Chennai Flight Information Regions. So
MH370 remained pretty much undetectable to any Primary Radar.
There was a shortage of hard evidence at the time for the loss of MH370, but the tracking
information shown here is a NAVIGATIONAL FACT and it provides a clue. This coincidence may
seem unlikely; but 7 hours later this evidence is backed up for a second time.

Chart 3

The precise routing of MH370 after Primary Radar contact was lost at 02:22 (Malaysia local
time) remained uncertain; until “Inmarsat” (a world-leading satellite communication network in
based in London) stepped in, sixteen days after MH370 disappeared.
Along with the UK Air Accidents Investigation Branch, Inmarsat provided data gathered at a
satellite tracking station in Perth, Western Australia. The tracking station had received
information from Inmarsat-3 F1 over the Indian Ocean. It was one of their own geo-stationary
Satellites, which indicated that MH370 had most likely made a track change south westwards,
towards the southern part of the vast Indian Ocean.
Inmarsat received 7 auto-generated ‘handshake’ messages once each hour from the operating
SATCOM system of MH370. This put MH 370 somewhere along a series of arcs; but there was no
‘cross-cut’ to make an exact Position Fix. The last of these handshake messages was generated
at 00:19 UTC (08:19 Malaysia local time) on the “7th Arc”. This invaluable information led to a
well-documented and extensive search for the missing B777 aircraft in a huge area of southern
Indian Ocean that was somewhere along or near to a line that is now known as the 7th Arc.
Notably and critically during the same timeframe an international monitoring system; that
monitors low frequency underwater sound using Hydrophones as part of an International Test
Ban Treaty (CTBTO), detected some unusual ‘noise’ that could have been made by MH370 as the
aircraft hit the water.
The area where the noise came from was recorded by CTBTO Hydrophones that are located near
Cape Leeuwin off the South West coast of Australia, at the point shown on the diagram below as
HA01. The noise originated in area E1 shown on the same diagram at 01:13 UTC (09:13 Malaysia
local time) and was recorded 21 minutes later at point HA01 at 01:34 UTC.

The noise was made exactly 54 minutes AFTER the final 7th Arc SATCOM handshake message.
This was less than one hour after the 7th Arc handshake. One can therefore deduce that MH370
was no longer in the air an hour after being somewhere along the 7th Arc; because had the aircraft
still been in the air, then an 8th Arc handshake would have been generated to Inmarsat.

It should be borne in mind that SATCOM signal handshakes are ‘almost’ instantaneously received;
whereas the speed of sound through the air that’s close to sea level is much slower than radio
waves and is dependent upon the air temperature. For example, the speed of sound at sea level
where the air temperature is +15C is close to 665 knots.
The speed of sound through water is MUCH FASTER and is close to 2876 knots.
The source of the sound generated in the water at E1 at 01:13 UTC in the diagram above, took
around 21 minutes to travel to the Hydrophone recording point at HA01, because that sound
was recorded at point HA01 was at 01:34 UTC. The sound would have travelled 1007 nautical
miles in getting to HA01 (i.e. 21 minutes at 2876 knots).
Overall, it follows that if MH370 was somewhere along the 7th Arc at 00:19 UTC and somewhere
on the E1 path 54 minutes later (close to the Tropic of Capricorn) at 01:13 UTC (09:13 Malaysian
local time), then an accurate estimate of the final position and time where MH370 splashed
into the Indian Ocean can be calculated as 1007 nautical miles from HA01.
To date, nobody has come up with a motive for the disappearance of MH370. I consider that
the aircraft was turned away from the 7th Arc position sometime after 00:19 UTC. Moreover,
that it was turned in a North Westerly direction towards waypoint ISLAM (Mecca) for a second
time during the flight; before it ran out of fuel or landed in the Ocean at 01:13 UTC.

On two occasions about seven hours apart, the flight path of MH370 was towards
waypoint ISLAM (Mecca) for a considerable time. The tracks were within 1 or 2 degrees
on each occasion. In the circumstances, a thinking person would find it hard to believe
that this was a coincidence.
**The magnetic track shown above from HA01 to area E1 is 301.8 degrees, though a later
mathematical revision to the diagram; calculated the track from HA01 to E1 as 301.4 degrees.
This closely compares to the Boeing FMC Legs page track of 299 degrees in the photograph shown
below; that depicts the track from the Hydrophones to waypoint ISLAM. The Hydrophones
estimated position is S3422.0 E11506.0
Tracks to ISLAM from MEKAR (Malacca Straits) & HA01

777 FMC Legs from HA01 to ISLAM 299 degrees

B777 Nav Display (ND) HA01-ISLAM

It is a navigational fact that the track from the Australian Hydrophones is ALSO a track towards
the atoll of Diego Garcia in the Chagos Archipelago; where there is a military airport. This is
possibly a coincidence; because if anyone on board MH 370 had really wanted to go towards
Diego Garcia for any reason; then they could have flown a direct track any time after leaving the
Malacca Straits several hours earlier.
**Mauritius is now the sovereign power over the Chagos Archipelago. Mauritius recently won a
string of significant victories at the UN General Assembly; then at the UN's International Court of
Justice - and finally at the UN's tribunal for settling maritime disputes. Updated UN maps show
the Chagos Archipelago territory as Mauritian, because Britain was ordered by two International
Courts to "decolonise" Mauritius by formally renouncing its sovereignty over the archipelago.
Despite this, a lease agreement still exists between the British and US Governments for the US to
operate the Military base at Diego Garcia.
B777 FMC Legs from HA01 to Diego Garcia airport 298 degrees

Some B777 technical information
MH370 ran out of fuel in flight or was ditched just before it ran out of fuel. The amount of fuel
that the aircraft had on board at departure is known; but it is very hard indeed to predict exactly
when the fuel tanks would run dry. Fuel burn is dependant on many criteria; but importantly it
can be calculated by knowing the aircraft weight, the flight altitude, the outside air temperature
and upper winds. For MH 370 some of this data is not precisely known.
It is possible to make a safe landing in a B777 without main engines running (but with fuel on
board) onto a chosen runway at AN airport, provided the aircraft has sufficient altitude to be able
to make the steep but safe drift-down. Boeing do not provide guidance for this maneuver to
landing; though pilots who have practised it as an exercise in Flight Simulators have proved it to
be a relatively simple maneuver if the pilot has practised it.
Boeing do provide a Checklist for “Ditching” with engines failed and Flaps 30 to achieve the
slowest possible speed for touchdown; but the Checklist assumes that there is fuel on board and
that the APU has automatically started before ditching.
In the case of a Dual engine failure with fuel on board; (1) the Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) will
auto-start to provide Electrical Power at any altitude. The APU will also provide pneumatic Air for
pressurisation at or below 22,000 feet. (2) A Ram Air Turbine (RAT) will automatically deploy from
the fuselage and provide Hydraulic Power and Electrical Power needed to configure the aircraft.
A B777 can be flown to touchdown; though with a steep rate of descent and Flaps fully extended
to achieve a slow touchdown.
It follows that a pre-meditated ditching would have been MUCH easier to accomplish BEFORE
the fuel supply was exhausted; rather than AFTER the fuel supply was exhausted. This is because
without the APU running, life becomes a lot more complicated. The fuel quantity remaining is
easily read from the EICAS and a Checklist ‘Fuel Quantity Low’ is generated by the Electronic
Checklist (ECL). There were no surprises as to when the engines would flame out on MH370.
In a B777, if a ditching was made AFTER all fuel ran out in flight; then the APU (an engine that’s
supplied with fuel from a main tank) might start using fuel from the fuel supply line; but it would
fail as soon as that supply was very quickly exhausted.
If this had happened, the APU would not have provided Air for pressurisation (so a
depressurisation would occur at all altitudes). In addition, there would be no Electrical Power to
supply the B777 Mode Control Panel (MCP) plus essential flight instruments and the FMC on the
First Officer’s side of the flight deck. Overall, someone sitting in the Captain’s seat would have
the best chance of making a successful touchdown before the fuel tanks ran dry.

Following a detailed study of Ocean currents in the Indian Ocean and many months after the
disappearance, a ‘Flaperon’ (later proved to have been broken from the trailing edge of one wing
of MH370) was recovered from a beach on the island of Reunion. The Flaperon was analysed in
Toulouse. It was later confirmed to be from MH370. The Flaperon was damaged in such a way
that indicated the aircraft's Flaps may have been extended in an attempt to land the B777 at a
slow speed onto the ocean surface. Much later, more small pieces of debris were found on
beaches in Mozambique and Madagascar. This joint evidence finally confirmed that the Boeing
777 had ended up in the Ocean.
My aim in writing this article was not to spread false hope for those who have suffered the trauma
and unimaginable anguish of losing their loved ones in the disappearance of MH370. I have held
back in publishing until other known avenues of theory have been exhausted. However if my
knowledge and the navigational facts that I have shown assist in pinpointing where the remains
of MH370 might lie on the ocean floor; it will have been worth it. My theory has so far not been
suggested or disproved.
It should be borne in mind that to a human being, a commercial airliner may seem to be quite a
large piece of equipment. But when measured against the vastness of the Earth’s surface and the
depth of the Ocean; an aircraft is microscopic. Therein lies the problem in locating MH370; but
one day the hull and what remains of this aircraft will be found.
Following the initial disappearance of MH370, there was speculation of a Lithium-Ion battery fire
in the cargo hold, because the cargo manifest showed that there was a recently manufactured
consignment on board. There was also talk of an explosion that may have disabled some aircraft
systems. There was evidence that two Iranian passengers on board had forged passports
indicating different Nationality. The very precise routing that was followed by MH370, strongly
suggests that the aircraft was serviceable after 01:21 (local time). Everything since that moment
has pointed towards human interference.

** The paragraphs below are for Technical reference only. These notes were correct at the time
of the disappearance; but take no account of technological advances made since MH370
vanished.
******************************************************************************
On the technical side, much attention since then has been focused on how technology and GPS
position acquired from satellites, can be better utilized to locate Flight Data Recorders easily,
quickly and effectively in the event of an aircraft accident or disappearance. That a modern
Boeing 777 aircraft flying commercially at high altitude could lose all contact with Air Traffic
Control (ATC) for a sustained period and then subsequently vanish has provoked endless debate.
Even back in 2014, smart phone technology could theoretically locate a lost phone anywhere on
the earth's surface through the Internet; yet the remains of a multi-million $ commercial airliner
with many people on board was lost.
Some airlines allow their passengers to connect to the Internet in flight through an aircraft's inflight Wi-Fi system. It is possible to locate a smartphone in flight. The technology was certainly
out there; but whether these capabilities were being maximized in terms of flight safety, is a
question that has been under the spotlight since MH370 disappeared.
It's important to understand the types of communication equipment that are typically used inflight on a modern airliner. Pilots communicate with Air Traffic Control by voice over VHF & HF
radios. They may also communicate through on-board systems like Automatic Dependent
Surveillance Broadcast (ADS B) and Controller Pilot Data Link Communications (CPDLC).
It is mandatory for almost all aircraft to be fitted with a Transponder that electronically relays
information about a particular flight (e.g. a basic of flight number, altitude and speed) to ground
radar stations that are within receiving range of the aircraft. Transponder information is
displayed on the screen of an Air Traffic Controller as an alpha-numeric identification readout.
The flight crew of a Boeing aircraft routinely communicate with Air Traffic Control and with their
own airline through discrete VHF & HF radio channels. Satellite Communication (SATCOM) and
Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS) are also used. Transponders
may be used to send signals that indicate specific problems with an aircraft (for example a
discrete code for distress, hijacking or radio failure) to a radar station that is within receiving
range.
By 2014, a Boeing 777 customer option (at extra cost) was available to an Airline purchasing an
aircraft; to have extra monitoring technology fitted on board. This technology automatically
relays in-flight real time engineering data at frequent intervals to their HQ. Many airlines
purchased the system; but some did not. It is not clear from public reports whether the B777 that
was MH370 had this technology fitted.

This technology is called ACM by Boeing and it normally reports data back to the purchasing
airline maintenance offices. It enables monitoring of component parts of the aircraft, such as
engines and aircraft systems and it allows in-flight troubleshooting and aircraft performance data
to be collected. It can alert an airline engineering office of any abnormalities.
Aircraft Condition Monitoring (ACM) uses the ACARS system to send the real time maintenance
and flight data; especially if on-board parameters are exceeded. Of course, the system has to be
functioning on the day and all airlines have specific Minimum Equipment listed through their MEL
for every flight. The detail given in this list can be specific as to which geographical area on the
surface of the earth that an aircraft will be operating in.
If all communication from an aircraft in-flight were to cease suddenly (without a distress signal
or 'Mayday' call being made), it might indicate a sudden catastrophic failure. Such a failure may
not allow time for the crew to communicate either by radio or through the aircraft transponder,
because of the nature of the distress. This was only one possibility in the case of MH 370 as the
tragedy unfolded.
Even if a B777 aircraft had a substantial engine power loss on both engines or a severe electrical
failure, the aircraft could continue to fly safely and have limited communication capacity
provided one engine could be restarted. If that aircraft was out of radar range when the failure
occurred then it could normally safely navigate and fly to an area with radar coverage and be
identified by Air Traffic Control radar.
A complete in-flight electrical failure in isolation, could theoretically prevent communication
momentarily from a Boeing airliner in distress; but it is unlikely to be a long-term communication
issue; because of redundancies in the aircraft systems. For example, the B777 Ram Air Turbine
(RAT) deploys and uses the power of the wind generated by the motion of the aircraft in flight, if
both engines and electrical generators were to fail simultaneously. In this case there would only
be a momentary interruption in the electrical supply; but enough electrical power to power
critical navigation and communication systems would be available.
Essential Hydraulic power for flight controls is immediately provided by the RAT. During this dual
engine failure process, the Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) would auto-start even though the APU
start selector switch normally rests in the OFF position. Thus, Electrical power is provided and
takes over from the RAT in less than 60 seconds at high altitude. Air Conditioning and rePressurisation would be provided by the APU below 22,000 feet altitude in this case.
Broadly speaking at the time of the MH370 disappearance; if a serious technical failure occurred
then the continuously updated flight history until the moment of impact would be stored in the
aircraft Flight Recorders. The Flight Recorder comprises the Flight Data Recorder (FDR) and the
Cockpit Voice Recorder (CVR). These “black boxes” are usually orange in colour; and they have to
be located in order to retrieve the flight information.

Regulations state that Flight Recorders must be fitted with a locating device capable of operating
under water (ULD - known as a Pinger); that can generate an ultra-sonic rescue signal for around
30 days, so as to help rescuers locate a plane and/or the aircraft Flight Recorders.
Additionally, Emergency Locator Transmitters (ELTs) are carried on aircraft. They are devices that
transmit an electronic distress signal in the event of an aircraft loss. They are separate emergency
beacons that could be damaged by impact. For example, if an antenna is sheared the ELT would
be rendering inoperative.
Some older ELTs have to be activated by anyone who survives a crash landing on land or at sea;
but a key factor is that they must be activated by someone in order to function. Newer generation
ELTs can be G-force activated during an impact. As with most modern electronics, ELT technology
has been vastly improved over the years. A crash impact may activate an ELT beacon, but if a
damaged plane sinks in water in less than 50 seconds (the time necessary for it to transmit its
first emergency signal) the ELT will not work well under water, because of the natural laws that
govern radio waves.
A modern activated ELT will send a signal to one or more Satellites and this information will be
disseminated to a Search and Rescue Centre(s). This triangulation will provide a ‘fix’ for the
geographical position of the transmitting ELT.
A B777-200 like MH370 typically has four ELTs. Two of the ELTs are stored with an airplane life
raft, to be activated by hand or by contact with the water, if the life rafts are deployed. A third
ELT is stowed in the cabin. But the ELT of greatest interest is the remaining fixed ELT that is
mounted to the aircraft frame. The fixed ELT like a Honeywell RESCU 406 AFN is positioned near
the rear door and connected to an antenna on top of the aircraft. It could be activated, either
manually by a pilot in the cockpit, or automatically upon impact, by the inertial G-switch.
The RESCU 406 AFN is designed to provide emergency transmission for aircraft flying over land,
according to published specifications. According to Honeywell, they are not mandated or
designed to work underwater but experts say any impact; whether on land or at sea is likely to
have activated the transmitter.
Once activated, the device simultaneously transmits bursts of short, digitally coded signals on
three frequencies. Two of the frequencies, namely 243 MHz and 121.5 MHz are VHF frequencies
and can help search planes home-in on a target. The third frequency is 406 MHz. That is the one
that Satellites can detect.
In 1979, the United States, Canada, France and the former Soviet Union teamed up to provide a
global, satellite-based system known as the International Cospas-Sarsat Programme. This system
detects emergency beacons activated by planes, ships and also other alerts such as those from
country hikers. The system distributes those alerts to rescuers. Cospas-Sarsat relies on six lowaltitude, Earth-orbiting satellites and six high-altitude geostationary satellites, each with
advantages and disadvantages.

The six low-altitude satellites, whose main function is to provide meteorological information,
orbit the poles and give complete but non-continuous coverage of the surface of the Earth. They
can only view a portion of the Earth at any given time. The satellite may need to store geographic
information from an emergency beacon and rebroadcast it when it comes within view of a ground
facility.
The six geostationary satellites, parked in spots more than 22,000 miles above the equator, cover
most of the Earth's surface but cannot determine the location of the beacon unless the location
is encoded in the signal. All of the satellites listen for a beacon signal on 406 MHz. Together can
identify the location of a beacon to within approximately 3 kilometres, or just under 2 miles.
If an ELT on MH370 had transmitted a 406 MHz signal, it almost certainly would have been picked
up by one of the geostationary satellites. At the time, two satellites - India's Insat-3A and Russia's
Electro-L1, were both parked over the Indian Ocean. A signal should have also been picked up by
an orbiting low-altitude satellite. Australia, Singapore, Indonesia and China all have antennas that
can monitor for emergency transmitter via a satellite. Some or all of them would likely would
have received the distress signal. The authorities say no satellite signals were sent.
Assuming that the device was working correctly, the crash could have broken the antenna or cut
the connection with the ELT, rendering it useless. Another possibility is that the aircraft could
have sunk before the ELT began transmitting. It takes 50 seconds for the ELT to establish the
necessary connection. It only takes one half-second data burst to indicate there is an emergency.
But it can take a half-dozen bursts at the rate of one every 50 seconds, to provide information
that will allow Cospas-Sarsat to triangulate the beacon's position.
In the case of Malaysian 370, there was not even one burst, according to the reports. If the plane
crashed in the southern Indian Ocean, as Investigators believe, the lack of a distress call could
indicate that the plane plunged into the water, or sank quickly, because once underwater, the
beacon is ineffective. Likewise, the water-triggered ELTs in the life rafts would be ineffective if
they became submerged, according to published Honeywell manuals for the devices.
Cospas-Sarsat notes that beacons must have a relatively unobstructed view of the sky to work
properly at that time. A submerged beacon, or one with its antenna blocked by the body of an
aircraft or vessel, is unlikely to be received by the satellites - the organisation said.
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